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ABSTRACT

Spline interpolation techniques are used to develop a gridded climate database for China at a resolution of 0.01° in
latitude and longitude. A digital elevation model (DEM) was developed at the same resolution to improve the accuracy of
interpolation based upon the general spatial dependence of climate on topography. Climate data for the period 1971–2000
from meteorological stations in China were used to develop thin-plate smoothing spline surfaces for monthly mean
temperature and precipitation. A regularly gridded climate database was produced by coupling the spline surfaces with the
underlying DEM. The summary statistics show interpolation errors for monthly temperatures varying within 0.42–0.83 °C
and 8–13% for monthly precipitation. These estimates are superior to results produced by methods commonly used in
China. The fine-resolution spatial climate database has many potential applications in natural resource management. For
example, it can be used as a baseline for climate change studies, in which potential distributions of flora and fauna can be
predicted under the impact of climate change and priority areas for biodiversity conservation can be identified. Copyright
 2005 Royal Meteorological Society.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Climate plays a significant role in flora and fauna distributions; it is usually a key to understand the
interdependence between environmental and biological factors and is widely used in developing ecological
zones and biodiversity assessments (Köeppen, 1923; Hills, 1960; Bailey, 1985; Woodward, 1987). Given
the determinant effect of climate on ecosystems, estimates of the spatial distribution of climatic variables
are required more than ever for sustainable management of natural resources. Determining spatial climate
conditions, however, is not easy, because long-term average weather observations come from sparse, discrete
and irregularly distributed meteorological stations. These discrete data have to be extended spatially to reflect
the continuously and gradually changed climate pattern. In particular, climatic dependence on topography
must be taken into account when developing reliable climate estimates. This is especially so in China, where
more than 60% of its area is covered by mountains and hills.

More attention has been given to the application of interpolation techniques to climatic analysis in recent
years (Daly et al., 2000; Shang et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2002; Gyalistras, 2003; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2003).
Several interpolation approaches are available in geographical information systems (GISs) to meet the general
requirements of interpolation. For climate interpolation, spline and co-kriging methods are preferable, as
they take into account the climatic dependence on topography by using a trivariate function of latitude and
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longitude as two independent variables and elevation as a covariate. Although spline and co-kriging methods
yield results with similar accuracy when data density is adequate (Hutchinson and Gessler, 1994), spline
interpolation, in practice, is more advantageous. Whereas co-kriging results rely heavily on a previously
well-chosen semivariogram, which is difficult to estimate and validate against a true covariance function
(Collins and Bolstad, 1996; Hartkamp et al., 1999), the spline balances the smoothness of fitted surfaces
and the fidelity of the data by minimizing the generalized cross-validation (GCV) automatically (Craven
and Wahba, 1979). The embodied GCV also provides a predictive error estimate of interpolation directly
by removing each data point in turn and summing the square of deviation between each omitted value and
the corresponding interpolation value. In this study, we demonstrate the utility of a thin-plate smoothing
spline technique for spatial climate pattern description. A digital elevation model (DEM), as a surrogate of
topography, is developed at a fine spatial resolution of 0.01° in longitude and latitude (approximately 1 km),
and the overlying climate fields are interpolated by coupling fitted thin-plate spline surfaces of climatic
variables with the underlying DEM.

2. DEM DEVELOPMENT

Topography can be described by DEMs, which provide computerized elevation data in a regular grid format
that is convenient and efficient for data storage and access. DEMs can be used for more than topographic
descriptions. A DEM serves in a climate interpolation not only as a regular three-dimensional topographic
surrogate, but also as a key for estimating climate conditions. Thus, the development of a DEM at a fine
spatial resolution is the first step toward accurate climate estimation.

DEMs can be developed directly from radar surveying by satellite and space shuttle, but are more commonly
prepared from traditional topographic maps using interpolation techniques. The appropriate scale of DEMs
can be determined as a trade-off between computation efficiency and the accuracy required. It is suggested
that a DEM at a fine scale of 1–10 km is adequate to represent the elevation dependence of atmospheric
phenomena at regional and continental scales (Olanski, 1975; Wilson and Gallant, 2000).

Contour lines, spot heights and stream lines are three major topographic data required by ANUDEM
(Hutchinson, 1988), a FORTRAN package with a drainage enforced algorithm for DEM development. Contour
lines and stream lines are available in the 1 : 1M digital chart of China (ESRI, 1998) and spot heights were
digitized from the 1 : 1M scale Land Use Map of China (Wu, 1988). After several iterations of error diagnosis,
a DEM at a resolution of 0.01° in latitude and longitude (approximate 1 km) was produced when the summary
statistics of data processing residual error achieved a stable level. The DEM in grid format can be displayed
using a standard GIS (see Figure 1).

A quick visual check, as suggested by Hutchinson and Dowling (1991) was carried out to compare the
drainage network derived from the developed DEM with the hydrological system of the original map used
for the construction of the DEM. In this case, the drainage network derived from the DEM corresponded well
with the original map’s drainage network. The overall error of 66 m may bring about a general average error
of temperature of less than 0.4 °C when the DEM is used for temperature estimation in climate interpolation.

3. CLIMATE INTERPOLATION

Thin-plate smoothing spline interpolation was developed primarily by Wahba and Wendelberger (1980), and
its application to climate analysis was implemented by Hutchinson (1991). The method provides accurate
estimates of climate by allowing for spatially varying dependence on topography and is able to provide a
direct estimation of interpolation error and efficient diagnosis of data errors (Hutchinson and Gessler, 1994).
An underlying statistical model for a partial thin-plate spline with two independent position variables (latitude
and longitude) and linear dependence on elevation is given as follows:

qi = f (xi, yi) +
p∑

j=1

βjψij + εi (i = 1, . . . . . . , n)
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Figure 1. DEM of China at 1/10° resolution in latitude and longitude

where qi is the dependent climate variable at position (xi, yi), xi, yi are the independent variables of the
(xi, yi) position of the ith observational data, ψij is the set of covariates (j = 1, . . . , p) at position (xi, yi),
f (xi, yi) is the unknown smoothing function at position (xi, yi), βj is the set of unknown weighting
parameters, εi is the independent random error with zero mean and variance diσ

2, and di is the known local
relative standard deviation as weights. The term βjψij is a linear function based on elevation (ψij ) when it
is applied to temperature correction. The smoothing function f (xi, yi) and the parameter βj are estimated
by minimizing the error functional

n∑
i=1





qi − f (xi, yi) −

p∑
j=1

βjψij


 /di




2

+ λJm(f )

where n is the number of observational points of the dependent climate variable, Jm(f ) is a measure of the
smoothness of f defined in terms of mth-order derivatives of f , and λ is a positive smoothing parameter,
also called the Lagrange multiplier.

This spline method can improve the accuracy of interpolation by including a linear covariate rather than
a constant lapse rate to represent the elevation effect on pressure and temperature (Hutchinson, 1991); the
simplicity of this partial thin-plate spline turns out to be an ordinary thin-plate spline if there is no parametric
linear sub-model of covariates (i.e. p = 0).

3.1. Climate data

Long-term weather observation data were collected from the national meteorological network in China for
the period from 1971 to 2000 (State Bureau of Meteorology, 2002), in addition to data near the border from
surrounding countries. Figure 2 shows the 752 stations included in the network. Monthly mean data were
derived for minimum temperature (°C), maximum temperature (°C), and total precipitation (mm). Then, the
spline-based interpolation method was applied to fit the climate surfaces for each climatic variable. Thus, the
interpolated climate variables could be interpreted as estimates of standard means for the period 1971–2000.
The network stations are distributed better in eastern China than in western China, where population density
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Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the meteorological network in China for long-term climate data collection

is low and stations are correspondingly sparse. This explains why the accuracy of climate estimates is better
in eastern China.

3.2. Fitting climate surfaces

The ANUSPLIN software developed by Hutchinson (2001) was used to fit partial thin-plate spline
surfaces of climate variables; the partial thin-plate spline includes elevation as a covariate to determine the
approximately linear dependence of climate on elevation. Specifically, temperature change due to elevation
can be accounted for based on estimated local lapse rates. Surfaces of monthly minimum and maximum
temperatures and precipitation were fitted separately for each month of the year in order to explain the
varying temperature lapse rate spatially and temporally. The precipitation surface would be fitted as an
ordinary thin-plate spline where linear effect of elevation could not be measured. Hence, the fitted surfaces
are able to generate an estimate of climatic conditions for any location in the country where three independent
topographic variables (i.e. latitude, longitude and elevation) are available.

ANUSPLIN produces summary statistics and a list of the 100 largest residuals ranked in descending order
as a diagnostic tool of predictive error estimate. The surface fitting, in practice, is stepwise, for the diagnostics
can indicate errors in both the geographic positions of the stations and the climatic values themselves. In each
round of the surface fitting, several data with the largest residuals from the fitted surfaces have to be checked
for accuracy in comparison with a topographic map and original climatic data. Normally, several iterations
are needed. Summary statistics include data mean and standard deviation (see Tables I–III). The signal value
refers to the freedom degree of interpolation and is used here as the estimate of the effective number of
parameters in the fitted surface. Very small or very large signal values (up to a maximum number of data
points) usually indicate that the surface fitting procedure failed to find an optimum value of a smoothing
parameter, as a result of a sparse network or missing data values being read as zeroes. The monthly fitted
surfaces are normally considered to have systematic error if the transition of signal values is not gradual
from one month to another. The square root of the GCV (RTGCV) can be interpreted as a root-mean-
square validation error. This is typically an overestimate of true interpolation error, because the data used
in calculating the GCV generally have errors. The square root of the true mean-square error (RTMSE) is an
estimate of the true interpolation error over the data points after measurement error in data has been removed.
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Table I. Summary statistics for mid-season months of maximum temperature surfaces

Month Mean SD Signal RTGCV RTMSE

Jan 3.40 9.59 514.4 1.21 0.54
Apr 18.35 5.64 306.7 1.15 0.57
Jul 28.24 4.93 279.2 1.03 0.50
Oct 18.09 6.03 286.9 0.90 0.44

Table II. Summary statistics for mid-season months of minimum temperature surfaces

Month Mean SD Signal RTGCV RTMSE

Jan −7.21 11.58 396.6 1.68 0.83
Apr 7.01 7.42 202.3 1.01 0.46
Jul 18.64 5.90 278.0 0.86 0.42
Oct 7.54 8.11 190.1 1.02 0.45

Table III. Summary statistics for mid-season months of precipitation surfaces

Month Mean SD Signal RTGCV RTMSE Predictive error (%)

Jan 18.35 23.04 306.0 4.87 2.41 13.13
Apr 63.76 67.17 583.7 13.5 5.15 8.08
Jul 143.88 75.09 446.9 31.0 15.00 10.43
Oct 50.48 42.87 245.7 15.8 7.51 14.88

ANUSPLIN is able to fit 12 monthly surfaces at the same time. The summary statistics associated with the
monthly maximum and minimum temperatures are presented in Tables I and II. The signal values in most
months exceed half the number of data points, indicating that a sufficient number of data points was chosen.
The signal values also exhibit a smooth transition from one month to another, with the highest signals in
winter and the smallest in summer. The largest interpolation errors were 0.57 °C and 0.83 °C for monthly
maximum and minimum temperature surfaces respectively. The largest value predominantly exists in winter
and the smallest in summer.

The summary statistics for the precipitation surfaces are presented in Table III. The signal values are less
than half the number of data points and also show a smooth monthly transition. The relative errors of monthly
precipitation (RTMSE/Mean) range between approximately 8% in spring and approximately 13% in winter.

3.3. From surface to climate map

Each of the interpolation surfaces consists of a large set of coefficients. These sets of coefficients allow
climate variables to be estimated at any location where the three independent variables are available. The
DEM of China developed provides a gridded array of latitude and longitude and elevation at 0.01° resolution.
Thus, regular gridded climate variables at the same resolution were generated by coupling the interpolated
surfaces with the underlying DEM for the following climatic parameters: mean annual temperature (°C);
mean annual precipitation (mm); minimum temperature of coldest month (°C); maximum temperature of
hottest month (°C). The coupling process used gridded locations derived from the DEM as input for climate
database development. Gridded data sets for each climatic variable can be displayed by any common GIS
package. The spatial patterns of temperature and precipitation in China are presented in Figures 3–6. A visual
check of the maps developed was carried out with the Atlas of Chinese Climate. A comparison between actual
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Figure 3. Mean annual temperature (°C) for China

Figure 4. Mean annual precipitation (mm) for China

station values and interpolated values reflects a trade-off between smoothing and accuracy. The spatial fidelity
of interpolated values is higher for temperature than precipitation (see Figures 7 and 8).

In addition to prediction error estimate, summary statistics also provided an estimate of environmental lapse
rate (ELR) for each monthly temperature in response to the variation of elevation at data points. Figure 9
shows the temporal variation of ELR for different temperature variables. The temperature drops more rapidly
with elevation in summer. The maximum temperature has a greater lapse rate than the mean or the minimum
temperatures; the lapse rate difference between different temperatures is much smaller in winter than in
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Figure 5. Mean minimum temperature of coldest month (°C)

Figure 6. Mean maximum temperature of hottest month (°C)

summer. A traditional synoptic analysis uses a temperature decline of 0.6 °C per 100 m increase in elevation,
which is only true in summer for mean temperature.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Several interpolation approaches have been used for spatial climatic analysis in China (Daly et al., 2000; Shang
et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2002; Pan et al., 2004; Thomas and Herzfeld, 2004). Lam (1983) indicated in her
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Figure 7. Actual values plotted against interpolated values of temperature (°C) at data point
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Figure 8. Actual values plotted against interpolated values of precipitation (mm) at data point
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Figure 9. Monthly ELRs of temperatures

review of spatial interpolation that there are many optima rather than a single ‘best’ choice, as the performance
of interpolation techniques depends critically on data type, desired accuracy and computation efficiency. The
thin-plate smoothing spline technique is superior to other methods for climate interpolation because of its
computation efficiency and high accuracy. The partial spline incorporates covariates with common independent
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spline variables to represent the approximately linear dependence of climate on elevation as a lapse rate, which
is particularly important for accurate climate interpolation, especially in data-sparse and mountainous areas.
For example, although climate data density is higher in eastern China than in western China, many stations of
eastern China are located near cities with relatively low altitude and flat relief. Data from such stations may
not reflect the elevation effect on climate accurately in rural mountain areas. The traditional synoptic analysis
addresses this shortage by using a uniform and empirical lapse rate of 0.6 °C per 100 m to calculate the linear
decline of temperature with elevation increase; this method also ignores the differences in lapse rate between
different variables and time. The spline method accounts for the elevation effect on climate by deriving an
ELR for each temperature variable from the fitted surface, so that the interpolated temperature values are
much improved over the traditional climate estimates based on a unique value of lapse rate (Linacre, 1992).

A fine-resolution DEM is essential for accurate climate estimation, particularly in areas with complicated
topography such as China. However, an appropriate scale of DEM depends on available geographic data and
particularly on the characteristics of the variable studied. Considering the goal of DEM development and the
current density of long-term meteorological stations, 0.01° resolution in latitude and longitude is appropriate
to meet the requirements for general climate analysis and climate change studies. In general, a DEM at a
finer resolution would improve the accuracy of climate interpolation, as well as of topographical description.
However, the dependence of climatic variables on elevation is not strong and consistent at all space scales.
Other topographic factors, such as slope aspect and distance to the coastline, may have substantial influences on
climate at regional and local scales. There is no theoretical limitation to involving more relevant topographic
variables in the spline interpolation algorithm, although the aspect effect has not been taken into account
especially in the current ANUSPLIN version. Some integrated statistical and geostatistical approaches have
been proposed to account for more topographic effects on climate (Daly et al., 2000; Thomas and Herzfeld,
2004). These methods depend on the assumption of climatologically homogeneous regions for application
and may be able to address the local relief-induced effects on climate, such as temperature inversion in
valleys and precipitation on lee slopes. Nevertheless, the attempt to improve the spatial climate description by
involving more topographic variables other than elevation alone will inevitably lead to more time-consuming
computation and more requirements for station density and topographic information.

The spline method provides efficient calculation of the GCV as a direct measure of the interpolation error
of the fitted surfaces. The summary statistics provided by the GCV can also be used as a compatible tool to
evaluate the outputs of different interpolation methods using similar climate data sets with the same record
length and station density. Lin et al. (2002) used GCV to evaluate the results of three ordinary interpolation
methods and indicated a complicated method might not have the best performance. Zhu et al. (2003) validated
the predicted climate of China developed by Daly et al. (2000) with a set of independent observations. The
results showed good correlation between interpolated and observed data; the relative errors of precipitation
were mostly less than 20%. Pan et al. (2004) applied GCV to monthly mean temperature interpolation of
China. The results showed that the predictive errors of interpolation varied between 0.87 and 1.40 °C. Thomas
et al. (2004) calculated mean explained variances as relative predictive errors for monthly climatic variables.
The monthly values of precipitation ranged from 16 to 38%. Compared with the above results, a more desirable
accuracy can be expected from thin-plate spline interpolation, although there are some differences in original
data scope and density used by the different methods.

The thin-plate spline method described the lapse rate month by month for each climatic variable, which from
another viewpoint confirmed the seasonal variation of climatic dependence on elevation and the importance
to climate interpolation of taking topography into consideration. From a theoretical view, the moist adiabatic
lapse rate is smaller than the dry adiabatic lapse rate, since the conversion of vapour into liquid in the former
adds latent heat energy to the surrounding air, causing temperature to drop less rapidly. A lapse rate, therefore,
is expected to be smaller in summer than in winter, due to the heavy rainfall and moisture in summer rainfall
in areas such as China. However, the seasonal change of lapse rate in Figure 9 shows that the ELR is greater
in summer than in winter. This fact is counterintuitive, but is due to the nature of mountain climates, which
cause smaller temperature ranges between summer and winter at higher altitudes than at lower altitudes
and result in greater temperature declines in summer than in winter as altitude increases. Consequently, the
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lapse rate is greater in summer than in winter. The continental climate of China makes this situation more
significant.

The gridded climate data sets developed are very suitable for digital data storage and access. The most
efficient storage type is to keep the surfaces of climatic variables separately with the DEM and then develop
gridded climate data at the required spatial scale later. Spatial climate mapping is a basic application of the
data sets. Climate distribution can be characterized and displayed cell by cell using a GIS, then converted and
saved in a computer-based photograph format for further view. Compared with hand-drawn climate maps,
these data sets provide more spatial climate information in detail, because climatic variables are interpolated
over unobserved areas based on climate dependence on topography. Furthermore, these data sets are more
than electronic climate maps. Secondary climatic variables can be derived from the interpolated data. In this
study, a fine-resolution DEM and the spatial climate databases were developed primarily as a platform for
general climate analysis. This application can be extended to related fields such as hydrological and ecological
modelling (Moore et al., 1991), biodiversity assessment (Nix et al., 2001), phytogeography (Booth, 1990; Yan
et al., 1996) and climate change studies (Xu and Yan, 2001).
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